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ON REDUCTION NUMBERS OF PRODUCTS OF IDEALS
DANCHENG LU AND TONGSUO WU
Abstract. Let R be a standard graded algebra over an infinite field K and M
a finitely generated Z-graded R-module. Let I1, . . . Im be graded ideals of R.
The functions r(M/Ia1
1
. . . Iam
m
M) and r(Ia1
1
. . . Iam
m
M) are investigated and their
asymptotical behaviours are given. Here r(•) stands for the reduction number of
a finitely generated graded R-module •.
1. Introduction
In this short note, we always assume that R =
⊕
n≥0Rn is a standard graded
Noetherian algebra over an infinite field K. Here “standard graded” means that
R0 = K and R = K[R1]. As usual, a nonzero element in R1 is called a linear form of
R. Let M be a finitely generated nonzero Z-graded R-module. Recall the following
definition from [5].
Definition 1.1. A graded ideal J of R is called an M-reduction if J is an ideal
generated by linear forms such that (JM)n = Mn for n ≫ 0; An M-reduction is
called minimal if it does not contain any other M-reduction. The reduction number
of M with respect to J is defined to be
rJ(M) = max{n ∈ Z : (JM)n 6=Mn}.
The reduction number of M is
r(M) = min{rJ(M) : J is a minimal M-reduction}.
Let I be a graded ideal of R. We show in [5] that the functions r(M/InM) and
r(InM) are both linear functions for n ≫ 0, and moreover, the latter one has the
same slope as the function reg(InM), which is also asymptotically linear [3, 6, 7].
On the contrast, if we let I1, . . . , Im be graded ideals of R, r(I
a1
1 · · · I
am
m M) needs
not be a linear function of (a1, . . . , am) asymptotically when m ≥ 2, as shown by [5,
remark 2.8]. The goal of this note is to investigate the asymptotically properties of
multi-functions r(M/Ia11 . . . I
am
m M) and r(I
a1
1 . . . I
am
m M) more carefully.
To simplify the exposition we set
Ia = Ia11 · · · I
am
m for any a = (a1, . . . , am) ∈ N
m.
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Let “≤” be the natural partial order on Zm, namely: a ≤ b ⇐⇒ b − a ∈
N
m, ∀ a,b ∈ Zm. We say that a formula (or a property) holds for a ≫ 0 if there
exists a vector b ∈ Nm such that it holds for all a ≥ b.
To state our main results conveniently, we give the following definition.
Definition 1.2. Given a set D of positive integers dij, indexed by 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤
j ≤ gi, where m, gi, i = 1, . . . , m are some positive integers. By a linear function L
with coefficients in D (resp. in D ∪ {0})) we mean a linear function on Zm:
L(a) =
m∑
i=1
λiai + λ0
satisfying
λi ∈ {di1, . . . , digi} (resp. λi ∈ {0, di1, . . . , digi})
for i = 1, . . . , m. In this case, we also say the linear function L has coefficients in
D (resp. in D ∪ {0}).
Let fi1, . . . , figi be a minimal system of generators of the ideal Ii for i = 1, . . . , m.
Denote by dij the degree of fij for all possible i, j, and let D be the indexed set
{dij : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ gi}. Our main results show that the function r(I
aM) is
given by the supremum of finitely many linear functions with coefficients in D for
a ≫ 0, while the function r(M/IaM) is given by the supremum of finitely many
linear functions with coefficients in D ∪ {0} for a ≫ 0. Moreover, at least one of
these linear functions has coefficients in D. In addition, some corollaries concerning
the special cases when m = 1 or when di1 = · · · = di,gi for i = 1, . . . , m are given.
2. A generalization of an old theorem
A result due to Trung and Wang, i.e., [7, Theorem 2.2], plays an important
role in the proof of main results of [5]. Denote by S := A[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym] the
polynomial ring over a commutative Noetherian ring A with unity. We may view S as
a bi-graded ring with deg xi = (1, 0), i = 1, . . . , n and deg yj = (dj, 1), j = 1, . . . , m,
where d1, . . . , dm is a sequence of non-negative integers. Let U be a finitely generated
bi-graded module over S. For a fixed number n put Un :=
⊕
a∈Z U(a,n). Clearly, Un
is a finitely generated graded module over the naturally graded ring A[x1, . . . , xn].
It was proved in [7, Theorem 2.2] that reg(Un) is asymptotically a linear function of
n with slope ≤ max{d1, . . . , dm}.
In this section, we will extend this theorem to the case when S and U are multi-
graded. For this, we let S = K[x1, . . . , xn, zij, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ gi] be the
polynomial ring with grading deg xi = (1, 0) for i = 1, . . . , n and deg zij = (dij, ei)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ gi, where 0 is the zero element of Z
m and e1, . . . , em is the
standard basis of Zm. Let U be the finitely generated Z×Zm-graded S-module. For
any a ∈ Zm, define
Ua =
⊕
i∈Z
U(i,a).
Then Ua is a finitely generated graded R-module for all a ∈ Z
m, where R is the
polynomial ring K[x1, . . . , xn] with grading deg xi = 1 for i = 1, . . . , n.
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The regularity of a finitely generated graded R-module M can be defined in two
ways. The first one (also called absolute regularity ) is based on local cohomology.
It is defined by
reg(M) = sup{i+ j : H i
m
(M)j 6= 0},
where m is the ideal (x1, . . . , xn) of R. The other one is defined by Betti numbers:
reg(M) = sup{j − i : βi,j(M) 6= 0}.
On the other hand, Betti numbers can be computed by the Koszul homology:
βi,j(M) = dimKHi(x,M)j ,
where x is the sequence x1, . . . , xn. Hence, for all a ∈ Z
m, one has
βi,j(Ua) = dimKHi(x,U)(j,a).
We refer readers to books [2] or [4] for the basic knowledge in this direction.
Theorem 2.1. Let S,U , R be as above. There exist linear functions L1, . . . , Lc with
coefficients in D such that
reg(Ua) = max{Lk(a) : 1 ≤ k ≤ c} for all a≫ 0.
Proof. Since the finitely generated S-module Hi(x,U) is annihilated by (x), it is also
a finitely generated Z× Zm-graded module over K[zij , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ gi]. Set
ρi(a) = max{j : Hi(x,U)(j,a) 6= 0}.
It follows by [1, Lemma 2.1] that ρi(a) is the supermum of some linear functions
with coefficients in D for a ≫ 0. Therefore, reg(Ua) = max{ρi(a) − i : i ≥ 0} is
also the supermum of some linear functions with coefficients in D for a ≫ 0, as
required. 
Remark 2.2. The idea of Theorem 2.1 comes from [1], we just state it explicitly.
Comparing with [7, Theorem 2.2], Theorem 2.1 has some advantages. For one
thing, it considers the multi-garded case, which is more general than the bi-graded
case. For another thing, it asserts that all the coefficients of the involved linear
functions belong to the set of the first coordinates of multi-degrees of variables,
while according to [7, Theorem 2.2], one only knows that the coefficient is less than
or equal to the maximum of the first coordinates of these multi-degrees.
3. Asymptotic behaviours
Let I1, . . . , Im be graded ideals of a standard graded algebra R and M a finitely
generated graded R-module. In this section, we will investigate the asymptotic
behaviours of multi-functions r(Ia11 · · · I
am
m M) and r(M/I
a1
1 · · · I
am
m M).
The reduction number of a graded module is independent of its base rings. More
precisely, if the standard graded algebra R is a homomorphic image of the polyno-
mial ring K[x1, . . . , xn] with the same embedding dimension, then for any finitely
generated graded R-module M , the reduction number of M as an R-module is the
same as the reduction number of M as a K[x1, . . . , xn]-module. In the sequel we
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will assume R is the polynomial ring K[x1, . . . , xn] with grading deg xi = 1 for
i = 1, . . . , n.
In the following results, we will also use Ia to denote the product Ia11 · · · I
am
m . By
convention, Ia = R if a ∈ Zm \Nm. As said before, Ii, i = 1, . . . , m are graded ideals
of R and they are generated in degrees di1, . . . , digi, i = 1, . . . , m respectively. The
indexed set {dij : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ gi} is denoted by D again. Let M be a finitely
generated R-module. We use a(M) to denote the largest degree of non-vanishing
components, that is,
a(M) = max{n ∈ Z : Mn 6= 0}.
It is known that if dim(M) = 0, then reg(M) = a(M). Here and hereafter dim(•)
stands for the Krull dimension of a module •.
Lemma 3.1. The dimension function dim(IaM) is stationary for a≫ 0.
Proof. This is because this function is non-increasing and always non-negative. 
Theorem 3.2. There exist linear functions L1, . . . , Lc on Z
m with coefficients in D
such that
r(IaM) = max{Lk(a) : 1 ≤ k ≤ m} for all a≫ 0.
Proof. This result can follow in the same way as [5, Theorem 2.7] by Lemma 3.1
and by replacing [7, Theorem 2.2] with Theorem 2.1. 
Lemma 3.3. The dimension function dim(M/IaM) is stationary for a ≥ 1, where
1 is the vector (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Nm.
Proof. This follows from the equality
√
Ann(M/IaM) =
√
Ann(M) + I1 · · · Im for
any a ≥ 1. 
Theorem 3.4. There exist linear functions Lk, 1 ≤ k ≤ c, with coefficients in
D ∪ {0} such that
r(M/IaM) = max{Lk(a) : 1 ≤ k ≤ c}
for all a≫ 0. Moreover, at least one of these linear functions has coefficients in D.
Proof. In view of [5, remark 2.4] and by Lemma 3.3, we may assume that there
exists a graded ideal J of R such that
r(M/IaM) = rJ(M/I
aM) = a(M/JM + IaM)
for all 1 ≤ a ∈ Nm, where the last equality follows from Definition 1.1.
Let e1, . . . , em be the standard basis of Z
m. For any a ∈ Nm and 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we
set
U i
a
= Ia−eiM + JM/IaM + JM
and set
U i =
⊕
a∈Nm
U i
a
.
Then U i is a Z×Zm-graded S-module for i = 1, . . . , m, where S is the multi-graded
polynomial ring K[x1, . . . , xn, zij , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ gi], as defined in Section 2. By
Theorem 2.1 there exists a vector 1 ≤ v = (v1, . . . , vm) ∈ N
m and linear functions
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Lik(a), 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ ci with coefficients in D such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m and
for all a ≥ v, one has
(1) a(U i
a
) = reg(U i
a
) = max{Lik(a) : 1 ≤ k ≤ ci}.
On the other hand, from the short exact sequences
0→ U i
b
→ M/IbM + JM → M/Ib−eiM + JM → 0,
where b ∈ Nm and 1 ≤ i ≤ m, it follows that
(2) r(M/IbM) = max{r(M/Ib−eiM), a(U i
b
)}
for any b ∈ Nm and 1 ≤ i ≤ m with b− ei ≥ 1.
Using the equality (2) repeatedly with suitable b’s and i’s, we obtain:
(3)
r(M/IaM) = max{r(M/IvM), a(U1
v+e1), . . . , a(U
1
v+(a1−v1)e1), . . . , a(U
m
a
)}
= max{a(U1
v+e1
), . . . , a(U1
v+(a1−v1)e1
), . . . , a(Um
a
)}
for all a≫ 0
Combining (1) with (3), it follows that
r(IaM) = max{Lik(a1, . . . , ai, vi+1, . . . , vm) : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ ci}
for all a ≫ 0. Note that Lik(a1, . . . , ai, vi+1, . . . , vm) is a linear function of a with
coefficients in D ∪ {0} for each i, k, our desired equality follows.
Finally, the last statement of this theorem follows since Lmk(a1, . . . , am) are linear
functions of a with coefficients in D for 1 ≤ k ≤ ck. 
Restricting Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 to the case when m = 1, we obtain the following
result.
Corollary 3.5. Let I be a graded ideal of R generated in degrees d1, . . . , dr. Then
r(InM) and r(M/InM) are both linear functions for n ≫ 0 whose slopes belong to
{d1, . . . , dr}.
Remark 3.6. According to [5, Theorem 2.7], r(InM) is asymptotically a linear
function with ρI(M) as its slope. Thus, ρI(M) ∈ {d1, . . . , dr}. Here ρI(M) is
defined to be
ρI(M) = min{D(J) : JI
n−1M = InM and J ⊆ I for some n > 0},
where D(J) is the maximal degree of minimal generators of a graded ideal J .
The following example shows that the slopes of r(InM) and r(M/InM) could be
any of the numbers d1, . . . , dr.
Example 3.7. Let I be the ideal (xd11 , . . . , x
dr
r ) of R = K[x1, . . . , xr] and set
Mi = R/(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xr) for i = 1, . . . , r.
Then
InMi =
xndii + (x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xr)
(x1, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , xr)
,
and
Mi/I
nMi ∼= K[xi]/(x
ndi
i ).
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From these it follows that both r(InMi) and r(Mi/I
nMi) have di as their slopes.
Here, we use the fact that if M is a graded module of dimension zero then the zero
ideal is the unique minimal M-reduction.
Another immediate consequence of Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 is the following.
Corollary 3.8. If, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , m}, Ii is generated in a single degree, say
di, then there exist integers ε1 and ε2 such that r(I
aM) = d1a1 + · · · + dmam + ε1
and r(M/IaM) = d1a1 + · · ·+ dmam + ε2 for all a≫ 0.
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